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MD Foreword

Manx Professional and Educational Services Limited was born out of a dire need for 
ACCA students to have professional tuition on the Island back in 2003. 

What started out as a professional “one man band”, offering a limited number of 
accountancy based courses, has evolved and grown into a thriving local teaching 
and training centre, delivering a wide range of courses for various professional 
qualifications (ACCA, ACA, ATT, ICSA and CIM to name but a few).

Who could have guessed that not only would we become the Island’s premier tuition provider, but also 
one of the best in the world, as judged by our Platinum status award from the ACCA !

The ethos behind the Company is simple - give local people immediate access to the highest quality of 
tuition, helping them to gain and maintain qualifications in the accountancy, taxation and other essential 
professional fields. 

With university costs ever on the increase, we now find ourselves offering our young people (and 
parents) an alternative professional career path to that requiring off Island study.

MPES provides the highest quality tuition, right in the heart of Douglas, with a team of fully qualified, 
experienced and committed lecturers and trainers, with out of hours access to independent study 
facilities.

We focus on quality. Each student in our small classes receives study materials unique to MPES. These 
explain technical areas in a common sense way, using clear language and examples. Our tutors are 
also available inside and outside the classroom, to provide support and guidance when you need them. 

Our philosophy has always been to help drive the Island’s success. Having more ‘home grown’ qualified 
people will allow the Island to grow, develop and contend in the ever more competitive global arena.

Edward A Kewin BA (Hons), FCCA, MIoD, FCMI

Managing Director
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“Very useful, clear and informative”

Accountancy, Tax and Professional Teaching and Training 
Courses on the Isle of Man

We are a Manx owned and operated company that specialises in examination based teaching and 
training for professionals working within the accountancy, tax and company secretarial fields.

The philosophy of the company is simple – give the Island exactly what it needs to be able to develop and 
flourish, by providing a pool of highly trained and qualified individuals. Such individuals will safeguard 
the Island’s reputation and maintain the highest levels of professionalism.

MPES offers the highest quality courses and cherry picks the best tutors and trainers from the Island 
and further afield. In addition to the mandatory study text, each course is accompanied by the lecturer’s 
unique materials and bespoke teaching aids, which condense the study text into a more palatable size, 
whilst still covering the salient points of each course to ensure students have the highest chance of 
success. 

Tutor support is available as and when required and MPES offer both evening and day release courses.
Administration support is also available to students to provide liaison with their professional bodies and 
the relevant tutor, so they can focus all of their efforts on passing their examinations.
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Computer Based Examinations (CBE)

MPES is a fully accredited exam centre for all of the major professional accounting and tax bodies. 

It also offers CBE’s for most types of examinations allowing you to obtain your results instantly in most 
circumstances. CBE’s are offered on a regular basis (at least weekly), please contact the office should 
you wish to enquire further about this facility.

MPES is situated in central Douglas, close to the finance and town centre. The site is near to parking 
facilities and bus routes. The office is spacious and airy with an atmosphere that is conducive to 
learning. The classrooms are well sized and there are several breakout areas and kitchen facilities that 
allow students to relax and network. 
We offer a full range of office facilities, including unlimited refreshments to enhance the learning 
experience. Students may use the office facilities at any time of day and even over weekends and bank 
holidays, by prior arrangement with the Office Manager.

Once qualified we offer continuing professional development (CPD) courses to enable professionals 
to meet their annual requirements, and CSP certificates to keep staff up to date (and to meet the CPD 
requirements as set out by the Manx Regulators). MPES is also a member of the National Union of 
Students (NUS), meaning that our students can apply for NUS membership, allowing them to avail 
themselves of all that the NUS provide.

ACCA have awarded MPES with the Platinum Standard of Accreditation. Only 90 firms in the world 
share this status. We have also been successful in training several prize winners in the ACCA, ACA and 
ICSA qualifications. 

“Good course and well presented”
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Chartered Certified Accountant (ACCA)

ACCA is a world renowned accounting qualification, 

which provides its students with the skills and knowledge 

pertinent to any business. 

Obtaining the ACCA qualification will help to enhance your future career prospects and earning potential, 
as well as heightening the status of any business in which you work.

ACCA Students also have the opportunity to receive a degree in Applied Accounting from Oxford 
Brookes University, allowing you to continue working on the Island and still obtain your degree!

“Best course I have had so far”

MPES has been assessed by ACCA and awarded 

their highest level of accreditation – Platinum status
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Foundations in Accountancy (FiA)

Alternatively, the Foundations in Accountancy could be an option for you, if you do not have sufficient 
GCSE’s and A levels to start directly on the ACCA qualification, as there are no minimum entry 
requirements.

The Foundations in Accountancy can be used as a qualification in its own right for those pursuing a 
bookkeeping role, or as a precursor to the full ACCA qualification, with exemptions being granted for 
exams passed at the Foundations level.

Want to know more? 

Visit our website: www.mpes.co.uk

MPES has been assessed by ACCA and awarded 

their highest level of accreditation – Platinum status

“Very well delivered and enjoyable – thank you”
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ICAEW Chartered Accountant (ACA)

ACA is a globally renowned and respected accounting qualification. 

Their members are recognised as leaders in accountancy, finance 

and business. The ACA qualification is one of the most advanced 

learning and professional development programmes in the world.

“Very clear, makes it easy to understand”

MPES is an approved Partner in Learning for the ICAEW 

qualifications and regularly trains global prize winners.
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ICAEW Certificate in Finance, Accounting and Business 
(CFAB)

As an alternative to ACA the ICAEW Certificate in Finance, Accounting and Business (CFAB) could 
be an option for you if you do not have sufficient GCSE’s and A levels to start directly on the ACA 
qualification, as there are no minimum entry requirements.

CFAB can be used as a qualification in its own right for those pursuing a bookkeeping role or as a 
precursor to the full ACA qualification, with exemptions being granted for exams passed at the Certificate 
level.

Want to know more? 

Visit our website: www.mpes.co.uk

“Quality of notes were excellent”

MPES is an approved Partner in Learning for the ICAEW 

qualifications and regularly trains global prize winners.
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Institute of Chartered Secretaries and 
Administrators (ICSA)

ICSA are the qualifying body for chartered secretaries, whose 

broad skill set includes law, governance and compliance, and 

are fundamental to the smooth running of organisations.

MPES was one of the first tuition providers 

recognised by ICSA for its quality of service

“Brilliant delivery as always”
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Certificate in Offshore Finance and Administration 
(COFA) 

COFA is an introductory programme covering the general principles of offshore finance and 
administration.
There are no formal entry requirements to register for COFA.

Diploma in Offshore Finance and Administration (DOFA)

Successful completion of COFA allows students to study for the Diploma in Offshore Finance and 
Administration, which can help students progress to junior/middle management roles.

Want to know more? 

Visit our website: www.mpes.co.uk

MPES is the only accredited ICSA 

tuition provider on the Island

“Friendly and funny – thanks”
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Chartered Institute of Taxation (CIOT)

The Chartered Institute of Taxation and the Association of 

Taxation Technicians are the leading professional bodies in the

UK for those individuals providing UK tax compliance services 

and those dealing in other areas of taxation. 

MPES offers the prestigious CIOT Chartered Tax Advisor 

qualification on Island

“Handouts are great to refer back to”
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Association of Taxation Technicians (ATT)

ATT is a well respected taxation qualification, which provides its students with the skills and knowledge 
pertinent to any business. 

Most people who are looking to begin their qualifications in taxation choose the Association of Taxation 
Technicians’ ATT qualification.

Want to know more? 

Visit our website: www.mpes.co.uk

We have been providing specialist tax tuition 

on the Isle of Man for over 10 years

“Perfect, loved the informal approach and open forum delivery”
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Continuing Professional Development (CPD)

MPES offers the highest quality of courses using top tutors and trainers from the Isle of Man and the UK.

We offer a variety of workshops, seminars and short courses across a wide range of disciplines. Our 
portfolios are consistently updated to provide the best skills training courses for professionals and 
academics in the Isle of Man.

Our approach is to ensure that learning and development are relevant to you and your staff at all levels, 
which minimises business disruption but maximises business benefit.

The practical nature of each course allows participants to implement new knowledge and techniques 
into the workplace on the very same day the course is delivered.

Corporate Service Providers - Certificate Based Approach

The MPES certificate based approach allows participants to demonstrate an understanding of the 
administration issues facing Manx Company and Trust Administrators.

These courses are delivered by specialists who have actually worked in this highly specialist area on 
the Island. The courses are practical and give participants the ability to perform more effectively and 
efficiently immediately. 

In-house courses

All of these courses are also available as an in-house option where our experienced trainers will hold 
courses exclusively for your organisation.

When and Where?

For a full schedule of course dates for these and other courses, please contact us by telephone or email, 
alternatively visit our website at www.mpes.co.uk

“Excellent!”

“Very helpful”

“Handouts make a good reference”

“A good course that was interesting and useful”





web: www.mpes .co.uk

tel :  +44 (0)  1624 668101

skype:  mpes is leofman


